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S.D.Y. TAEKWON-DO
SDY Tournament - August 17
SDY will be hosting the 2013 Open Martial Arts Cham-
pionship on Saturday, August 17th. Competitors from 
across the country will be in attendance for a day of 
learning and fair competition. Students can choose to 
compete in forms (patterns), point sparring, continuous 
sparring, board breaking, and more!

If you have not yet been to a tournament, this is the 
best time to start! SDY is hosting this event, so it will be 
held at the Willow Recreation Center in Hoffman Es-
tates, IL where we hold our regular classes. This is our 
second year hosting this event, so we need to make 
sure we are in full attendance and demonstrate that we 
can grow this USKF sanctioned AAA rated event.

We hosted a USKF referee training seminar in July to 
help ensure our tournament will be run safely and fairly. 
While our referees are accounted for, we can still use 
help from anyone willing to volunteer as a score-keep-
er, time-keeper, or ticket-taker. Please see Mr. Frymire 
if you are interested.

We will open the doors at 8:00 AM with the opening cer-
emony beginning at 9:45 AM. We will accept registra-
tions at the door, but you can preregister all this week. 
Be sure to stick around after your division is finished to 
cheer on your classmates!

Testing This Month
Testing is here already?! Between the USKF referee 
training seminar and black belt test, MMAL martial 
arts camp, Hoffman Estates Park District demonstra-
tion, SDY’s family day picnic, and the upcoming base-
ball game and tournament, it’s easy to forget that we 
squeezed in a session of classes this summer too!

Interviews will be held during regular classes on Au-
gust 19th, 20th, and 22nd for all students interested in 
testing; be sure to bring your practice log and your pre-
vious testing sheet. Students who are given permission 
to test will immediately take their written tests.

Monday, August 26th will be a review day open to all 
students, regardless of whether or not you are testing. 
Tuesday, August 27th will be test day for students in the 
beginner class. The adult/advanced class will test on 
Thursday, August 28th. Tests begin promptly at 7:00 PM, 
so be sure to arrive at least 15 minutes early so that 
you can prepare.

For those of you who need to buy boards, we break 
1” x 12” pine cut every 10”. Avoid sap and knots in the 
wood as best as you can when buying boards, and as 
always, buy them as early as possible. Remember, it 
is always best to pick up your boards at the beginning 
of the session and let them sit someplace dry until you 
need them.

As always, we will go out for pizza and beverages after 
the Thursday test, and all students and their families 
are invited. We will have a one week break between 
sessions (for our Sunday students, there will not be 
class on September 1st, but there will be class on Sep-
tember 8th). Testing results will be announced during 
the first week of the new session, beginning on Mon-
day, September 9th. Have a fun and safe Labor Day!

Baseball Game - August 14
On Wednesday, August 14th we will be going to a Scha-
umburg Boomers baseball game. Family and friends 
are welcome to join us! This is a fun and inexpensive 
opportunity to relax with your classmates. The game 
begins at 6:30 PM at 1999 S. Springinsguth Rd. Tickets 
are five dollars. We hope to see you there!

Picnic in the Park
We held our annual picnic in the park on Sunday, Au-
gust 11th. About 25 guests spent a sunny day playing 
games, eating, sharing stories, and relaxing. Events 
like this demonstrate that we’re more than just a class; 
SDY is a family. If you were unable to attend, be sure 
to make it to the baseball game on Wednesday, August 
14th.
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Take A Stance!
Fixed Stance

E-mail us at: Newsletter@sdytaekwondo.com

Length: 1.5 shoulder widths (front toes to rear re-
verse foot sword)
Width: 1 fist (front toes to rear heel)
Weight: 50/50
Toes: Turned in 15º
Facing: Half

The fixed stance is similar to an L-stance with a few 
notable exceptions. Fixed stances are measured 
lengthwise from the rear reverse foot sword to the 
front toes, while widthwise it is measured from heel 
to heel. When the right foot is advanced, this is a 
right fixed stance.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 2, Pages 146-147
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The Practice of Power: Part IV
Many students may not realize that a thesis paper is often a re-
quirement for black belt level testing applicants. In this series, I will 
episodically publish my thesis The Practice of Power: A Decon-
struction of the Theory of Power and Its Application to Patterns, 
submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for my III Dan 
test. -David Rossiaky

Breathing is a good place to begin thinking about the 
theory of power, as one can be fairly confident that ev-
eryone already has at least some familiarity with breath-
ing. But in all seriousness, breathing as it applies to the 
theory of power is much different than typical day-in 
day-out breathing. Rather than a steady rhythm, breath 
control calls for inhalations and exhalations to occur in 
correspondence with particular motions. Inhaling, as a 
general rule, is to take place between motions, while 
exhaling punctuates the impact of a strike, block, kick, 
or other motion, whether offensive or defensive.

Principally, exhaling, particularly a sharp exhalation, 
tightens the core muscles of the abdomen. The bene-
fits of this are manifold. A tensed core allows for unre-
stricted motion, aiding in the execution of all of the other 
components of the theory of power. Through practice, 
one will learn quite naturally to inhale while between 
techniques and to exhale at the moment of attack or 
defense. Using this method of breath control allows 
one to delivery maximum force whether attacking or 
blocking in addition to sustaining minimum injury when 
struck by an opponent, all while becoming winded as 
slowly as possible. It is worth noting that the same prin-
ciple that causes exhaling to protect you when you are 
hit by an attacker works just as well when thrown or 
performing break falls.

There are several additional benefits to using breath 
control that are not strictly related to the theory of pow-
er. When performing patterns as a part of a group, rath-
er than individually, the exhalation that corresponds to 
the end of each movement is the principle indicator 
used by members of the group to maintain a uniform 
pace. This allows each individual to keep their eyes on 
their targets rather than on the people around them. It 
is also important to mention that ki-hoping is an exten-
sion of breath control. In actuality, a ki-hop is really just 
a louder, more forceful exhalation. In an actual fight, 
a ki-hop is a perfectly acceptable means of exhaling, 
as it will not only allow for maximum power, but it will 

likely startle your opponent and draw attention to your 
situation as well.

While practicing patterns, use your breathing as an in-
dicator that the motion is completed. Exhaling should 
happen at the end of each movement, simultaneous 
with the hands and feet landing in their proper posi-
tions. This applies equally to both attacking and de-
fending motions. Inhale in preparation of movement 
between each technique. With the exception of tech-
niques performed in continuous motion, each move is 
to be performed with only a single breath. Finally, it is 
never a good idea to hold your breath while perform-
ing patterns; this will starve your muscles of oxygen, 
putting a negative strain on them, in addition to making 
your movements less efficient, all while robbing each 
technique of potential power.

Casting Kicks
Recently during one of our Sunday workouts we dis-
cussed the utilization of casting kicks - and no dis-
cussion would be complete without several hours of 
practicing! Casting kicks are not used as often as they 
could be, and most of us are not proficient enough in 
defending against them.

For reference, casting kicks are similar to skip kicks, 
the difference being that the kick is performed with the 
rear leg, whereas skip kicks always use the lead leg. 
This allows you to utilize the speed of a casting kick 
while adding additional range because your hip rotates 
forward.

After using a skip kick in a sparring match, your oppo-
nent will anticipate what your kicking range is. Follow-
ing this up with a casting kick will not only take your 
opponent off guard, but it will force them to back up if 
they are expecting another skip kick. This allows you to 
drive your opponent out of the ring.

To defend against a casting kick, it is best to step to a 
front 45º angle, especially to your opponents outside. 
Use your inner forearms to defend yourself and guide 
their leg safely past you, leaving you in a position to at-
tack the head or ribs in sparring, or the kidneys, throat, 
or knees on the street. Only move one foot when dodg-
ing; don’t take too many steps. Once you commit to a 
step, you can’t change your mind, so act quickly.



QUICK QUIZ ANSWERS
answers to quick quiz from volume 6 | issue 4

                      What is the length and width of a walking stance?

 Length: 1.5 shoulder widths
 Width: 1 shoulder width

 Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
 Volume 2, Pages 138-140

Beginner: 

                            How many middle section punches are in Dan-Gun tul?

 Zero; all punches in Dan-Gun tul are high section.

 Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
 Volume 8, Pages 169-215

Intermediate: 

                       List the eight qualities of an ideal instructor.

 1 - Strong moral and ethical standards.
 2 - Clear outlook and philosophy in life.
 3 - Responsible attitude as an instructor.
 4 - Scientific mind in matter of technique.
 5 - Knowledge of the vital spots of human anatomy.
 6 - Unshakable integrity in political and financial dealings.
 7 - Dedication to spread the art of TaeKwon-Do throughout the world.
 8 - One who gains confidence from his/her seniors, is trusted by his/her fellow instructors, and is re-
spected by his/her juniors.

 Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
 Volume 1, Page 87

Advanced:

Quiz Rules:
 
      • Beginner: Below Green Stripe  |  Intermediate: Green Stripe - Blue Belt  |  Advanced: Above Blue Belt
 You must answer all questions up to your rank level.
      • Correct answers must be submitted to Mr. Rossiaky BEFORE the next newsletter is distributed to    
 qualify for Student of the Year points. Quizzes are optional but strongly recommended.
      • Answers can come from class, the SDY Student Handbook, or the Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do,    
 available for free online at: www.bluecottagetkd.com/
      • The previous issue’s answers are always posted in the extended online edition of this newsletter,    
 available for free on our official website: www.sdytaekwondo.com                        
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